
LOYOLA COLLEGE (AUTONOMOUS),LOYOLA COLLEGE (AUTONOMOUS),
CHENNAI-600034CHENNAI-600034

2828
JAN

DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMICS

PRESENTS

A CULTURAL EXTRAVAGANZA

For registration

https://forms.gle/AUn5FR6y6ZYYSt728

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSecYe3Yq68HcAfc4UHUs7T4jHZIQy-F-BvAl9_cKV2TGXHBJQ/viewform?usp=sf_link


FORENOON EVENTS :
Debate 

Spent Quiz 

Block and Tackle 

 Premiere league auction 

 
AFTERNOON EVENTS :

Model Portfolio 

Stress Interview 

 

STUDENT CORDINATORS

STAFF INCHARGES

Bharath : 8610288295
Caleb : 73053 75590

Lekshmi : 80861 46276
Koshal   :  6382 492 841

Basu :7299138643

Mr. Alagiriswamy:98409 93498
Dr. Sathishkumar :97513 39421

THANK YOU! 
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Online registration is compulsory.
College ID card or Bonafide certificate must be
carried for verification.
Participants must report at the venue 30 minutes
prior to the commencement of the event.
Participants are requested to follow the modest dress
code. 
One participant can participate in a maximum of
three events.
The last day for registration is Jan 26, 2023. No on-
spot registration.
The decision of judges shall be final and binding.
In case of any discrepancies, the organizer's decision
remains final.
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SPENT QUIZ

BLOCK & TACKLE

STRESS INTERVIEW

AUCTION

MODEL PORTFOLIO

DEBATE



Two teams per college are allowed and each team

should have two people.

There are two rounds

Preliminary round 

Final round 

Topics for the preliminary debate will be given on

spot.

The round consists of 2 rebuttals (40secs) per team

and 1.5 mins for each speaker for their speech.

Only four teams will be qualified for the finals.

The rules for this round shall remain the same as that

of the preliminary round.

Exceeding the time limit and usage of vulgarity in

any form will lead to direct disqualification

Medium of communication is only English 

Usage of Phones/Laptops are strictly not allowed

 



Each college can have two teams and each team can

have two participants.

The participants are not allowed to use mobile phones

or other electrical gadgets during the event.

The competition will have two rounds;

Preliminary round 

Final round 

Rules of each round will be announced to the

participants at the time of the event. However, the quiz

will primarily revolve around Sports, Entertainment

and Economics.

Medium of communication is English.



It is an individual event and two students per
college are allowed.
Students will be given one topic and have to speak
for or against it as per the judge's instructions.
Format of the event will be at the judges'
discretion.
Medium of communication is english
Vulgarity of any form will lead to immediate
disqualification.



It is an individual event and two students per
college are  allowed 
The participants must have their resumes prepared
beforehand
Students will be asked stressful questions to test
their patience and communication skills under
stressful situations 
There will be 2 rounds and the rules/specification
for each round will be announced onspot

 



Each college can have two teams and each team

can have 2 participants 

The Participants are not allowed to use mobile

phones or other electrical gadgets during the event

The competition will have two rounds 

 Rules of the preliminary round will be announced

to the participants at the time of the event

The finals will involve the selected teams building a

portfolio based on the given cases and scenearios

and presenting it to the judge 

 Medium of communication is english

                          * Preliminary round 

                          * Final round



Round-1
Teams will have to answer a quiz based on football.

Round-2
Top six teams will be required to build a football
team of 11 players.
All teams will have the same purse.
Players list will be circulated 24 hours prior to the
event. 
Specification will be mention on the spot.
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